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VISITOR 
February 10,1979 
Letters to the editor- Contents 
Be More Positive 
I feel I must clear myself as to how I feel 
af ter reading our last Visitor [December 
25], 
On page two, t op middle column, " P T L 
On Verge of Collapse." I th ink it is t oo bad 
that we cannot see the good tha t is being 
done by this network. I believe many are 
being saved, t hank God. 1 feel we should be 
s tanding back of them with our prayers and 
not point ing a finger. If we as Brethren is 
Christ cannot get the message across, God 
bless them that can. I feel our little church 
paper , the Visitor could print much more 
uplif t ing material than this. This network 
has had enough of d iscouragement by the 
evil one. 1 think we do well to watch what 
we do or say abou t God 's work. Please 
forgive me if I have said anything out of 
place. 
Wilbur W. S tayman 
Shippensburg , PA 
See page seven, Editor 
Made Sad by Editorial 
1 have read your editorial in the October 
10, 1978 Evangelical Visitor f ou r times 
now, and each time I read it I become a 
little more sad. I do not dispute the facts as 
you relate them, on the contrary . It is what 
you have not said that I feel should also be 
considered. 
In my humble opinion the only absolute 
on the face of this planet is our belief and 
fai th in God, the Almighty. All else is 
relevant, and to some degree or another is 
influenced by our circumstances a n d / o r 
environment . 
Our forefa thers developed and passed on 
to us a most sacred and wonderful heritage. 
Yet while languishing in that heritage, are 
we to completely disregard the forefa thers 
of this wonderful country who fought , and 
yes, even laid down their lives to help fo rm 
a great country in which the f reedom to 
w o r s h i p as we c h o o s e was a p r i m a r y 
concern? 
More to the point of your final ques-
tion I would in all consciousness say this: 
Just as we do not leave God out of our lives 
on Monday morn ing when we report to our 
secular duties, just so we should not on 
Sunday, while we are worshiping God as 
pre-eminent, completely let go of the 
thought that we live in a free country which 
was bought by the blood of many of our 
ancestors. I, and I'm sure there are those of 
my thinking, look not upon the American 
flag as a symbol of worship, but ra ther as a 
happy reminder that we are privileged to 
live in this country which has contr ibuted 
not only to our well-being, but to our 
opportunit ies . 
Is the American flag a necessity in our 
worship service? Perhaps no t—but then 
neither is air condit ioning in our sanc-
tuaries—yet we have it because fo r some of 
us it contr ibutes to the a tmosphere of 
worship. Our forefa thers traveled by horse 
and buggy, eschewed the use of electricity 
to page six 
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From the Editor 
As we state in a footnote to the article by Luke Keefer, 
Jr., on page three, we have taken the abridged version of 
the Keefer article from the December issue of Brethren in 
Christ History and Life to share with our readership. 
The December issue is the second number of the Journal 
to be issued by the newly formed (1976) Brethren in Christ 
Historical Society. 
Membership in this society is available upon the 
payment of the $5 per year membership fee. In addition to 
other benefits of membership is the subscription to the 
Journal. Single copies of the Journal are $3 each. 
The organizing of the Brethren in Christ Historical 
Society and the publishing of the Journal are significant 
milestones in the life of the Brethren in Christ. The church 
needs a channel of communication for articles, which 
because of the nature of the subject or their length are not 
suitable for the Visitor. We welcome Brethren in Christ 
History and Life. May it have long life and many readers! 
Readers of the Visitor interested in membership should 
mail their membership fees of $5 to Arthur M. Climenhaga, 
Ashland Theological Seminary, Ashland, Ohio 44805. 
Those desiring a copy of the December issue of the Journal 
($3) or wish to send articles for consideration should 
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i A S S O C I A T I O N 
2 Evangelical Visitor 
Something must be wrong with our perceptive powers 
if we see the church today threatened by legalism. 
Rather, the wolf preying on the flock is permissiveness. 
From Adolescence to Adulthood 
Luke Keefer, Jr. 
In our theme sermons, our brethren 
have focused on our past and our 
future. There is one stage of our 
pilgrimage, however, about which we 
have not talked, that is, the present. 
Where is the church now? Both the 
past and the future must bear upon 
this question. From what we have been 
and from what we would like to be, we 
must build an agenda from which we 
must now work. 
The analogy of human growth and 
development helps me to get a handle 
on our pilgrimage. There are the 
stages of childhood, adolescence, and 
adulthood. Just where are we now? 
The speaking choir in the pageant 
suggests a clue. One part of the choir 
declares, "We are the Brethren in 
Christ!" To this, another part of the 
choir asks, "But who are the Brethren 
in Christ?" If you try to answer that 
q u e s t i o n you will d i s c o v e r a 
difficulty—it is hard to define just now 
who the Brethren in Christ are. Are we 
not experiencing something of an 
adolescent crisis of identity? 
As a child, one has his sense of 
i d e n t i t y f r o m his p a r e n t s . In 
adolescence the sense of identity is 
found in his peers (i.e., his age 
f r i e n d s ) . The adu l t iden t i ty is 
developed from the two—it is a com-
ing to terms with both identities in one 
meaningful whole. 
Now there was a time in the infancy 
and childhood of the church when we 
could have easily identified who we 
were in terms of our parentage. We 
were Anabaptists. We were Pietists— 
Wesleyans. But we got older— 
adolescent—and we looked for a new 
This article is a condensation of one of the papers presented at the General Conference in response to the Theme sermons. It is reprinted here from Brethren in Christ History and Life, published by the Brethren in Christ Historical Society. 
The writer is College Chaplain, Messiah College, and an Instructor in Bible and Religion at the College. 
identity. We expanded our horizons 
and met other Christians who were 
neither Anabapt i s t s nor Pietists-
Wesleyans. And we questioned the 
values and patterns passed on to us 
from our roots. We broke old ties and 
became more like our peers. But who 
are we now? Are we establishing a 
m a t u r e se l f - iden t i ty or a re we 
becoming an echo of our peers? 
To reach adulthood as a church, we 
will need to reach a satisfactory identi-
ty both in terms of our parentage and 
in terms of our peers. It seems that the 
agenda for the past quarter century 
has been largely our peer identity. 
Thus it seems we must stress anew our 
parental identity if we wish to come to 
adulthood. We must come to grips 
again with the discipleship concerns of 
our Anabapt i s t heri tage. Non-
resistance, simplicity, separation, and 
brotherhood must be emphasized 
anew in both doctrine and practice. 
We cannot let these slip and with a 
clear conscience still call ourselves 
Brethren in Christ. 
We must also come to terms with 
our Pietist-Wesleyan heritage. New 
birth language in past days seemed to 
us to be the most comprehensive 
description of the entrance to the 
Christian life. We taught people to 
expect conversion to be a decisive, life-
changing experience, and unless there 
was evidence of the same they were 
not admitted as members of the 
church. We found that teaching com-
patible with the doctrine of justifica-
tion by faith. But it is possible to 
present justification in such a way that 
a mere profession of faith is taken in 
place of the evidence of a changed life. 
No amount of nurture will make up 
for this shallowness of conversion. 
Certainly we must nurture every new-
born babe of the kingdom until they 
grow up to the full stature of the 
mature man in Christ. But we are 
much to be pitied if we take stillborn 
children and attempt to nurture them 
into life. 
There are other signs that indicate 
to me that we are in the throes of 
adolescence as a church. One of the 
characteristics of adolescence is the 
rapidity of change. Crucial decisions 
are forced upon one for which he 
hardly feels ready—questions of 
schooling, vocation, marriage, etc. 
Likewise, the last generation of our 
church has seen more change than at 
any other comparable period of its 
history. We have had to face issues 
and to make decisions on crucial 
matters which we hardly felt ready to 
face. Now all this is unsettling. It 
produces uneasiness and a ten-
tativeness about life—a reluctance to 
pronounce oneself on issues. I believe 
we are there now as a church. We have 
reversed ourselves on so many issues 
where we were previously emphatic 
that now we are afraid to say things 
with emphasis and certainty. I sense 
some saying that they feel the church 
doesn't know what it believes or else is 
afraid to say it. People are looking for 
the church to show theological 
leadership. They want it to emerge 
with an adult voice—not as loud and 
cocksure, but deliberate and sure. Our 
fu tu re health depends upon our 
emergence from adolescent self-doubt 
to mature judgments. 
Another sign of adolescence is the 
reaction against parental norms, often 
carried to extremes. I see a parallel in 
the present attitude of the church 
toward the strictness of the church in 
the previous generation (from 1910 to 
the 1940s). It has almost become the 
standard cliche to refer to this era as 
the period of legalism in the church. 
Granted this has its basis in historical 
fact. However, I for one, see a reaction 
against that legalism being carried to 
to page four 
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extremes at present. There is a tenden-
cy for church people above age thirty-
five—some who were personally 
scarred by the legalism of tha t 
time—to avoid the appearance of 
specificity in the church. The reluc-
tance is often justified by the state-
ment, "We don't want to be legalistic 
about this." Something must be wrong 
with our perceptive powers if we see 
the church today threatened by 
legalism. Rather, the wolf preying on 
the flock is permissiveness. 
Those accustomed by habit to react 
against legalism will need to discover 
some substantial groups also make up 
the Brethren in Christ Church: 1) a 
whole generation that has grown up 
since that period of legalism, without 
its scars, and therefore of a different 
mind-set; 2) a large number of new 
members of the fellowship who are 
completely mystified by our talk of the 
legalism of the church—they don't 
perceive us that way at all; and 3) a 
substantial group whose identification 
with that period of our past was more 
positive and who thus retain a 
profound respect for it. 
Among these groups are many who 
want to revive a sense of brotherhood, 
even in terms of specific ways to be 
Christian in today's world. They are 
saying that the Bible is more specific 
than the church has dared to be of late. 
They sense that individuals need the 
support of a collective stance in order 
to resist the conformist pressure of the 
present age. They are finding meaning 
in practices neglected or discarded. 
They are challenging our worldliness, 
mater ia l i sm, and conformity to 
Western culture. 
The reaction against legalism has 
re igned long enough . R o u g h l y 
speaking it has spanned a generation, 
just as the legalism which preceded it 
lasted a generation. They both served 
their generation well, but it is time we 
bury the one as we buried the other. A 
new generation has begun. The agenda 
for the church has a new item that 
calls for our attention. 
The youth of our church was ex-
citing. In its adolescent stage it stands 
replete with all the contradictions of 
the age—on the one hand the bursting 
vi ta l i ty and s t r eng th of young 
adulthood, and on the other the fearful 
possibilities of missing the way. The 
pilgrimage goes on. Adulthood is com-
ing. What it will be is up to us, for we 
are the church. 
I Dared to Touch! 
James L. Flick 
Did she have the right to be there? 
The desperation of her physical 
infirmity pushed her onward. The 
crowd pressed in upon her. The 
milling, stomping, pushing, shoving 
crowd; the stifling atmosphere, the 
smelly bodies, the flaring tempers. But 
she was determined. She must get 
close enough to touch Jesus, the hem 
of his garment. He had the answer to 
her terrible need! She had no doubt 
about that. Her only question—did she 
belong there? Dare she allow the crowd 
to push her away? 
The peer pressure, the mad dash for 
pleasure, the restless reach for more 
possessions, the activity of demon 
forces are all a part of the crowd that 
keep people from reaching through to 
touch Jesus. 
She had spent all she had on doc-
tors. There was no help for her in 
human hands. Her case was beyond 
the skill of humanity. Until now she 
Reprinted from The Wesleyan Advocate. 
Used by permission. The author is a pastor in the 
Wesleyan Church. 
had lost all, even hope. Hopelessness 
drives one to the very brink of despair. 
Anyone can stand a difficult situation 
for awhile. But the agony of feeling 
that there is no hope, that there is no 
answer, chills the heart and freezes the 
ambition. 
To think that all the tomorrows 
stretching out before us are going to be 
as black as today; to sense that all the 
foundations of our life have been 
jerked out from under us; to feel the 
chains of circumstances binding us so 
tightly; these drive men to despair. 
This swells the ranks of those who 
leap from the ledge of despair into 
suicidal graves. This crowds the 
drinking houses, the hospitals, the 
psychiatrist's couch. No hope! No ray 
of light to change the darkness of the 
future. 
But she touched him! Her touch 
drew power from him to meet her des-
perate need. Healing warmth flowed 
from him to her diseased body, and she 
was healed. Made whole! The malady 
that was 12 years in driving her to 
despair's cliff-edge was cured in a 
moment. Blessed moment! Blessed 
touch! 
What of today? What of our 
pressing needs? Is it possible to cap-
ture the same determined spirit she 
possessed? Can we think as she did: "I 
have a need, and he has the answer to 
it. No matter what my longing, he can 
touch me at that very point. It may be 
the binding of some habit from which 
I long to be free; the pressure of a 
circumstance I feel will never end; the 
crushing of a sorrow that seems con-
tinually to feed me the bitter dregs of 
life and its loss. But this is my pur-
pose—I will press through to touch 
him." 
Jesus sensed healing power being 
drawn from him by faith. In answer to 
his question, "Who touched me?" 
(which seemed so irrelevant to the 
crowd), the woman bowed at his feet 
and confessed, " I t was I ." 
Jesus still welcomes the touch of 
fai th . This is not mystical nor 
hypothetical, but a reality of the spirit. 
4 Evangelical Visitor 
Instead of farm implements and displays of homemade 
jam at a typical country fair, it was submachine guns, 
tanks and armored personnel carriers on display at an 
arms bazaar in Washington, D.C. 
The Association of the United States Army, a 
cooperative organization of Army officials and defense 
corporations, sponsors this weapons extravaganza every 
year. The purpose: to entice United States and foreign 
buyers to purchase designers' latest, most powerful and 
deadly weapons. Most of these military exhibits are closed 
to the public. A steady stream of limousines delivered 
Pentagon officers, corporate executives and military at-
taches to the convention site. 
Entering the exhibit area, one passed armored tanks 
manufactured by Ford Motor Corporation and the anti-
aircraft technology of General Electric. I was struck by the 
voracious appetite for profits, motivating hundreds of 
corporations to produce weapons and technical weapons 
components. This conspicuous sign of the boom in arms 
sales is sobering because it results in destruction, death and 
heartache for so many thousands of people these industrial 
representatives will never know or see. 
Contemplating the displays, I realized again that we as 
Mennonites, whose inclination it is to keep our distance 
from violence and militarism, are nevertheless investors 
and customers of these very corporations. Their cars fill 
our driveways and their appliances our kitchens. But at the 
arms bazaar, they showed another face we seldom see. 
Mimicking the country fair and the county carnival, 
each corporation's arms display was graced with beautiful, 
seductive women, handing out literature on the firepower 
and delivery capability of the particular weapons system. 
Tanks rested on thick powder blue shag carpeting, sur-
rounded with bright yellow potted flowers. 
A marketing representative greeted me, asking if my 
organization would be interested in their 7.62 MM Light 
Machine Gun. He had not noticed my name tag iden-
tifying my organization as "Mennonite Central Com-
mittee." His sales pitch continued: "The 7.62 MM has a 
maximum range of 3,400 yards, with a firing rate of 650 
rounds per minute. . . ." 
The writer is Director, MCC Peace Section, Washington office. 
Visiting the displays, in full dress uniforms, were 
clusters of Jr. ROTC delegations of 16- and 17-year-olds 
representing such schools as the Indiana Military 
Academy and the New York Military School. I listened as 
a group of six Jr. ROTC youth were introduced to a major 
general with handshakes all around. No doubt their trip to 
the arms bazaar was billed as the high point of the school 
year, somewhat like going to the state fair with the high 
school band had been for me at 16. 
This sanitized hawking of weaponry struck an even 
more poignant note when I came to the Raytheon 
Corporation's display of a new "Patriot Air Defense 
Missle System designed for maximum effectiveness in the 
1980s and beyond." 
The Raytheon Corporation evoked in my memory the 
name of Thomas L. Phillips, its chairman and chief 
executive officer. Charles Colson, President Nixon's 
former hatchet man, had been converted through a 
meeting with Phillips, according to Colson's book, Born 
Again. Contradictions flooded my mind as I stared at the 
huge "new and improved" missle produced by a corpora-
tion whose executive evangelizes and makes millions in the 
production of war weaponry. A decal on the missile labled 
it "inert." All the weapons displayed were "inert." 
Not on display at the bazaar were the torn bodies from 
the recent bloody conflict in Nicaragua, whose dictator 
had been sold so many of these weapons. Nor could we 
view the dead in Iran on whom just such weapons have 
been fired in recent months by a regime that has become 
the largest single arms outlet for United States sales. 
Raytheon, General Electric, Honeywell and scores of 
other companies have been among the benefactors. The 
people in developing countries are the losers. 
President Carter promised in 1976 to get the United 
States out of the "unsavory business" of being "the 
world's leading supplier of weapons of war." Thus far, he 
has not turned us from the direction set by his predecessors 
in the oval office. Total foreign sales in 1978 actually rose 
by 18 per cent to a record total of over $13 billion and the 
U.S. supplies almost half of all the weapons sold in the 
world. 
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Church News Mess iah Col lege 
Messiah Village Appoints 
Public Relations Director 
George Kibler, Messiah Village Ad-
minis t ra tor , has announced the appoin t -
ment of Frances (Brechbill) Ulery as 
Director of Public Relat ions, effective 
January 2, 1979. Her responsibilities will 
include editorial contributions; prepara-
tion of informat ional brochures and other 
l i terature pertaining to Messiah Village; 
promot ion of a general awareness of the 
Village, its services, benefits and needs to 
the Church and communi ty at large; and 
development of p rograms designed to in-
sure a sound economic future for the 
Village. She will be available for speaking 
engagements . 
F r a n c e s c o m e s to M e s s i a h f r o m 
Springfield, Ohio, where she was employed 
by The Ohio Masonic H o m e for the past 
17 years; serving the last four years in the 
capac i ty of Ass i s t an t A d m i n i s t r a t o r . 
While in Oh io she at tended the Phoneton 
Brethren -in-Christ Church . She is the 
daughter of the late Albert H. Brechbill of 
G r a n t h a m . 
Letters 
from page two 
and the radio. Are we to do the same? I say 
no. Many technological advances have 
helped to spread the Gospel and t o make 
life not only easier, but more fulfilling. 
Next to his debt to God, I believe every 
person in this coun t ry owes a debt to the 
count ry and its founders . Perhaps my 
feeling of patr iot ism lies deeper than that of 
some. When my count ry needed me, I 
served almost five years, and I'm proud of 
it. Service to one's coun t ry can take many 
fo rms—the erstwhile C P S , the more recent 
1-W, and for decades our own missionaries 
have served God and at the same t ime 
s p r e a d t h e W o r d a n d t h e u s e of 
technological da ta and equipment which 
was born and bred in and by this wonder fu l 
coun t ry of ours. 
Did not Jesus say "Render unto God the 
things that are God's, and un to Caesar that 
w h i c h is C a e s a r ' s ? " I be l i eve w h o l e -
heartedly in the separa t ion of church and 
state in its general connota t ion; however, 
since God is the only thing which is totally 
either black or white—all other things 
being some shade of grey in between—we 
must each, according to his conscience, 
decide where to draw the line 
Jack Yost Speaker 
T h e spr ing Sp i r i tua l Life Days at 
Messiah College are f rom February 12 
through 15. Evangelist Jack Yost, sup-
ported by his family of talented singers, 
will be the speaker. Rev. Yost was last on 
campus as the speaker for evangelistic 
services sponsored by area churches during 
the KEY-73 emphasis . 
College Preview Day 
College Preview Day at Messiah College 
is scheduled for Monday , February 19. 
Prospective students and their parents are 
invited to be guests of the college. The 
visitors are given a tour of the campus, see 
classes in session, receive in format ion on 
all phases of college life, and receive a free 
noon meal. Those interested should con-
tact Ron E. Long, Director of Admissions, 
Messiah College, Gran tham, PA 17027. 
Phone: (717) 766-2511. 
Ministers Conference, Feb. 20 & 21 
T h e 14th Annua l Mess iah Col lege 
Ministers Conference will be on February 
20 and 21. The main speakers are Dr . 
Richard Halverson, pastor of the 4th 
Presbyterian Church in Washington, D.C.; 
Dr. Wesley Duewel, president of O M S 
International; and Dr. Rober t Smith, chief 
psychia t r i s t a t the T h o m a s Je f fe rson 
University in Philadelphia. You can con-
tact the college for more information. 
World Conference Film 
Well Received 
"Wichi ta '78 ," the eleven-minute film 
documenting the spirit and events of the 
Tenth Assembly of the Mennoni te World 
C o n f e r e n c e — t h e largest ga the r ing in 
history of the international Mennoni te 
I have drawn my line. I believe in God 
first, and then also in my country. Can-
didly, but sincerely, if anyone or any "ism" 
threatened my right to worship as 1 please, I 
would not run like the proverbial "scalded 
dog" a l though 1 abhor bloodshed and 
violence, 1 would resist to the extent 
possible, and on Sunday morning in church 
I would glance at the Stars and Stripes and 
silently pray " thank you, Father, for the 
privilege of living and serving in this great 
country which you designed and brought 
fo r th . " 
Chino, CA 
Jesse R. Bailey 
Believing a Lie 
Your editorial "A Breakthrough by the 
Spir i t" in the Dec. 25 Visit or leaves some of 
y o u r r e a d e r s , I s u p p o s e , w o n d e r i n g 
whether they should lament the aboli t ion 
of slavery or endorse the aboli t ion of war. 
Their Christ ian conscience denies them the 
fo rmer course of action but their belief in 
the depravity of man forbids them the 
latter. 
With war (as with slavery and other 
mora l issues) the nub of the question is 
fellowship—has been well received in 
showings around the world. 
Pictured above is a scene f rom the 
film—the rousing experience of the Rus-
sian delegation singing at an evening ses-
sion of the Conference in Century II! 
"Wichi ta '78" captures numerous events 
of the week, as well as many informal 
moments of fellowship. It is a fast-paced, 
impressionistic memory of the six days 
spent together . A study guide outlining 
suggested uses of the film accompanies it. 
"Wichi ta '78" is available for rentals 
anywhere in the world or purchase f rom 
Film Division, The People 's Place, Main 
Street, Intercourse, P A 17534, U S A or in 
Canada f r o m Dueck Film Product ions, 
L t d . , 295 W a l l a c e A v e . , W i n n i p e g , 
Mani toba R 2 E OBI. 
Employment Opportunity 
Pressman {Offset) 
Graphic arts background desirable 
Experience helpful but not essential 
All applications considered—all replies 
held in strict confidence. 
Send resume and salary history to: 
Personnel Director 
Evangel Press 
301 Nor th Elm Street 
Nappanee , IN 46550 
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whether it is wrong only for Christ ians or 
whether it is wrong for people as people. I 
believe that Jesus teaches the latter. One 
does not have to expect that it will be 
abolished in order to believe and act that it 
should be abolished. (At least this is our 
approach to other sins such as stealing, 
adultery and pornography. ) 
In our emphasis on h u m a n depravity we 
consider people capable of believing lies 
abou t the basis of nat ional security (it can 
be found in weapons, nuclear stockpiles, 
deterrence, etc., etc.) and incapable of 
believing the t ru th about the real basis of 
nat ional security. Thus we end up having 
more fai th in the power of fa lsehood than 
in the power of t ruth . This is not very 
compl imentary to the name of Christ or to 
h i s c h u r c h , a n d h a s a n a b s o l u t e l y 
deleterious effect on the goal of evangeliza-
tion. It amoun t s to accepting a lie in the 
hope of leading more people to the t ruth . 
(How are the unsaved to know that if the 
church believes the lie about nat ional 
security it does not believe other lies as 
well?) ' 
Thank you for setting before us a better 
way. 
J o h n K. Stoner 
Akron , PA 
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Religious News 
Service, Outreach Goal 
Of Wesley's Chapel 
Wesley's Chapel, London, which was 
reopened Nov. 1 after five years of repair 
work, is more than a historical landmark 
or a Methodis t shrine. Its new pastor, the 
Rev. Ron Gibbins, wants to use it for the 
s a m e p u r p o s e s t ha t Wes ley had in 
mind—as a center for service and outreach 
to the city of London. As a means of 
accomplishing this, he has organized the 
Wesley Communi ty at the Chapel. 
" John Wesley started the Holy Club 
while at Oxford University and it became a 
p o w e r h o u s e , " M r . G i b b i n s says . " I t s 
members led the revival of the 18th Cen-
tury. British Methodists have given $50,000 
for the Wesley Community , where they 
hope the same concept of discipline and 
order will enable its members to go into the 
world to serve." 
Two American seminarians are among 
the first persons serving internships with 
the community. They are Scott Jones of 
Denver, a student at Perkins School of 
Theology in Dallas, and Bill Schweiker, a 
student at Duke Divinity School, Durham, 
N. C. 
Money Troubles Have Ended, 
PTL President Says on Show 
Declaring that the financially-troubled 
P T L rel igious ne twork has got ten a 
"miracle bigger than I asked for , " its 
president J im Bakker , announced on one 
of its syndicated television programs that 
its money crisis now is over. 
Mr . Bakker made the statement as he 
and his staff celebrated his birthday. He 
said, " I asked God for one birthday 
present" and " the prophets of doom stood 
around but the God that we served has 
performed a miracle." 
H e said his birthday present was the 
money needed to continue PTL's pro-
jects. He did not say where the money 
came from, but he has been making 
appeals for funds on his television shows, 
and staff members said later the money 
came from increased contributions by PTL 
supporters. 
In December, PTL officials said the 
network owed $6 million in short-term 
debts and a total of almost $13 million. 
Worldwide Church of God Attorney: 
Use of Funds Not Public's Business 
Allan Browne, an attorney for the 
Worldwide Church of God , told reporters 
here that details of how the Church 's 
l e a d e r s u s e m o n e y c o n t r i b u t e d by 
members is not the public's business. He 
was commenting on an order of the Los 
Angeles Super io r C o u r t placing the 
Church's assets in temporary receivership 
on the basis of charges of misuse of funds 
brought against the Church 's leaders by 
the California Attorney General 's office. 
In an 11-page petition, the Attorney 
General 's office has accused Herbert W. 
Armstrong, 86, the founder of the Church, 
and the Church's chief legal counsel, 
Stanley R. Rader, of diverting Church 
assets to their own use on a scale of several 
million dollars a year. 
While denying that there has been any 
"irregularities" in his spending of Church 
funds, Mr . Rader has refused to disclose 
his salary, which some sources have es-
t i m a t e d a t $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 a y e a r . T h e 
Worldwide Church of God, which was 
founded in 1931, has recently reported a 
membership of about 70,000. It has an 
annual income of nearly $70 million. 
World's Population Now 
Grows at Lower Rate 
A new global study by the U.S. Census 
Bureau shows that the "population ex-
plosion" reached its peak in the late 1960s 
and the world's population is now in-
creasing at a slightly lower rate. The 
figures show that world population rose 
steadily 2 per cent every year from the 
mid-1950s until about theend of the 1960s. 
But since 1970, the increase has been 1.9 
per cent annually. 
Population growth has slowed down in 
all countries except in Africa where the 
annual growth rate increased from 2.1 per 
cent in 1950 to 2.8 per cent in 1975-78. 
India's growth rate remained relatively 
unchanged from the 2.2 per cent figure of 
the mid-1960s. 
The Census report, funded by the Agen-
cy for International Development (AID), 
showed that the world's population grew 
from 3.5 billion in mid-1967 to an es-
timated 4.3 billion in mid-1977. At the 
current rate, the world's population is 
growing by an estimated 200,000 a day. 
The report said Asia, with 2.5 billion 
people in 1977, had 58 per cent of the 
world's total population and accounted for 
two-thirds of the world's increase. North 
America, Europe and the USSR had a 
combined population of 23 per cent of the 
world's total. The U.S. had 5 per cent of 
the world's population in 1977 and grew by 
0.8 per cent in 1976-77. 
What Is the Moral? 
This, reportedly, is a true story from 
Pretoria, the legislative capital of South 
Africa. 
A white man, Hermans L. Louw, asked 
a black fellow worker in a car rental 
agency, John Mokwena, to buy him a pack 
of cigarettes. Obligingly, Mr. Mokwena 
went out to a nearby store, bought a pack 
of cigarettes, returned to the agency, and 
handed the pack to Mr. Louw. 
But Mr. Louw was not pleased: Mr . 
Mokwena had purchased the wrong brand. 
Mr . Louw struck Mr. Mokwena. Mr. 
Mokwena died. 
Mr. Louw was arrested, tried in a 
Pretoria court, convicted of assault, and 
sentenced. Mr . Louw was given the choice 
of paying a $115 fine or of serving 50 days 
in jail. 
Mr . Louw paid the fine. 
Mission Leader Sees China 
Opening to Christian Witness 
No vestige of organized religion remains 
in the People's Republic of China, but new 
U.S. China relations should open ways to 
"reactivate" the Christian testimony. So 
says the Rev. J . Philip Hogan, Assemblies 
of God executive director of Foreign 
Missions, who returned January 3 from a 
three-week visit to the China mainland. 
During his first visit since leaving the 
country at the Communis t takeover 30 
years ago, Hogan said he found the coun-
try materially improved but spiritually 
void. Hogan served a two-year term as 
missionary to China following the war 
then served another two years in in 
Taiwan. 
Economically and educationally, he said 
the country has advanced, but the Com-
munist government and, particularly, the 
"Red G u a r d " Cultural Revolution of the 
mid-1960's have effectively eradicated 
public religion of any kind. The young 
generation is "totally materialistic." 
Asked his reaction to U.S. recognition 
of mainland China, Hogan said, "I have to 
be a rea l i s t . " New developments in 
relations with China may not make possi-
ble the return of missionaries in the 
traditional sense, but Hogan believes in-
creasing contacts with the West will open 
the country to various other means of 
Christian witness. 
Reader's Digest Challenge: 
Condensation of Bible 
Reader 's Digest is planning to try its 
famed talents for condensing books on 
another major work—the Bible. 
One Digest editor said the project will 
involve "just a reduction in length, like any 
of our condensations. You simple take out 
what you can, without distorting what the 
author meant. Only in this case, the author 
has more stature than most ." 
The magazine has chosen the Revised 
Standard Version (RSV) for its condensa-
tion work. Attorneys for the periodical and 
for the Division of Education and Ministry 
of the National Council of Churches, 
which holds the copyright for the RSV, are 
working out details of a contract. 
Not Clear-cut Moral Decision 
Rep. Robert Edgar (D-Pa.), a United 
Methodist minister who was elected to a 
third term in Congress in November, has 
found that most of the bills he votes on do 
not involve clear-cut moral choices. 
The 36-year-old legislator said, "Very 
often the choice is between two wrongs or 
two rights . . . Ninety-eight per cent of the 
time, there is no 'God posi t ion. '" Mr . 
Edgar, who participated in more than 900 
recorded votes in the 95th Congress, said 
that most government decisions involve a 
judgment "based on the facts as you know 
them" rather than morality. The United 
Methodist minister is one of five clergy 
members of the new Congress. 
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Current Needs for Mission Personnel 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
February 1979—Persons are being recruited to fill the following program needs. Note the 
location, na ture of assignment and date needed. Unless otherwise stated, min imum terms are 
three years for overseas assignments, two years for assignments in Nor th America. 
Post-high school educat ion a n d / o r work experience is required. Other qualif icat ions may 
also be noted. 
C O N T A C T T H E M I S S I O N S O F F I C E F O R M O R E I N F O R M A T I O N O R F O R 
A P P L I C A T I O N F O R M S . 
OVERSEAS 
LOCATION/NATURE OF ASSIGNMENT 
Z a m b i a 
2 Doctors (one may serve 6 months) 
1 Doctor 
1 Sister Tutor 
Administrator/instructor of Macha Nurses Training School; re-
quirements include RN and credentials for teaching nurses. 
3 Registered Nurses 
Midwifery desirable 
4 Teachers 
Majors in Science, Mathematics, English, History, or Bible. 
Teaching credentials preferable. 
1 Tutor for Pre-Teen Children 
B. A. in Elementary Education; should have teaching credentials. 
1 Mature Couple for Unit Leader 
Husband—mechanic and/ or builder; minimum education require-
ment: high school plus trade training I experience. 
Wife—hostess; professional opportunities also available. 
One person should have counseling gifts. 
1 Couple for Sikalongo Bible Institute 
Husband—Boarding Master; with agricultural or building 
training/experience. 
Wife—craft teacher/prayer leader; with aptitudes and/ or experience. 
DATE NEEDED 





1-Immediately; 1-June 1979; 




GUIDELINES for service and mutual understanding among persons serving in 
Brethren in Christ Missions: 
• Commitment to the Lordship of Jesus Christ in personal experience and daily life; 
• Identification with the purposes, teaching and polity of the Brethren in Christ; 
• Willingness to be a participating partner with the church in all cultures in the task 
of world evangelization; 
• Choice of servanthood as a lifestyle including the desire to give, the humility to 
receive, and the joyful recognition of the God-given value of each person; 
• Acknowledgement of the wholeness of the body of Christ and willingness to be 
subject to one another as fellow servants of the Lord. 
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ERVICE 
2 Couples or 4 Singles 
1. (a) Secondary Teacher 
(b) Bursar, Maintenance Supervisor 
Should have B.A. with skills in bookkeeping and trades 
2. (a) Accountant 
Should have B.A. with training I experience in auditing 
(b) Teacher or Nurse 
J a p a n 
1 Couple for Evangelism 
Minimum Requirements: B.A. in Bible; language aptitude. 
Nicaragua 
1 Couple for Pastoral Training 
Minimum Requirements: B.A. in Bible; language aptitude. 
India 
1 Agriculturalist B.A. degree; language aptitude preferable 
London (Tentative) 
1 Couple for Past oral/Counseling Ministry 
B.A. with multi-cultural identification 
March 1980 
July 1979 
As Soon As Possible 
May 1979 
June 1979 
N O R T H A M E R I C A 
3 Elementary Teachers 
Teaching credentials required; cross-cultural experience valuable. 
1 Plant/Maintenance Foreman 
Training I experience in broad range of building and auto main-
tenance desired; supervisory skills preferred. 
2 Couples for Dorm Parents 
6 Voluntary Service Persons (earning positions) 
The VS units in San Francisco & New York have periodic openings 
for persons to be employed in the community, their salary con-
tributing to the VS unit budget. Job openings are broad, including 
secretaries, nurses, social workers, etc. Training/experience are 
definite assets. 
5 (or more) Self-Supporting Missionary Associates 
Persons or couples needed to assist extension churches or special 
mission units in congregational outreach and ministry. Experience 
and training in visitation and evangelism, Sunday School teaching, 
etc. are desirable. For two locations, conversational Spanish is 






As Soon As Possible 
Brethren in Christ Missions 
Route 1 Box 149 
Stevensville, Ontario LOS ISO Elizabethtown, PA 17022 
(416) 382-2641 (717) 367-7045 
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REFLECTIONS FROM LAOS: 
When the Missionaries Leave 
John Mark Yoder 
"Oh, you're from America!" a Burmese church leader 
greeted me warmly. "We have many friends in America 
who . . . " his voice trailed off "who used to write to us . . . 
when they first left," he finished lamely. 
Many third world countries in recent years have, for 
various reasons, asked missionaries to leave or at least 
relinquish control of church structures. This is frequently 
a sudden development which leaves churches struggling to 
fill the void in trained leadership. However, the crisis 
often makes the church stronger because God does raise 
up leaders. The church draws together and finds it own 
identity as a church rather than a mission. 
The church in Burma is one that is healthy and 
growing. It now includes seven per cent of the 
population. Recently, I arrived at the Maranatha Baptist 
Church in Rangoon early on Sunday morning to meet with 
church leaders. Things came to life when six 1950 
vintage buses stopped in front of the church and a 
couple hundred children clamored out and into the 
church. "The church is growing," a Sunday School teacher 
assured me, "especially among the young." 
In Laos, where I am currently working with Mennonite 
Central Committee, the situation is more difficult. 
Not only did the missionaries leave suddenly, but as 
the Pathet Lao assumed control in 1975 most of the 
Lao church leaders fled too, taking an estimated 
two-thirds of the Lao Christians with them. 
They left behind a week and demoralized church whose 
credibility was severely undermined. How could it deny 
charges of "foreign religion" and "colonial collaboration" 
against such evidence? Many Christians were afraid to 
meet together. Population shifts disrupted congregational 
life as people began to return to their traditional 
homes after the war. 
But even in Laos the church is showing signs of 
new growth. As people go back to rebuild their family 
homes they are also building bamboo churches. These 
churches are scattered, generally consisting of two or 
three families with no pastor. All take turns teaching 
and leading singing. Two pastors from Vientiane, the 
capital of Laos, spend their free time traveling and 
encouraging small groups of Christians to meet. They have 
a letter from the government promising freedom of religion 
and defining this right. 
The small believers congregations which are emerging 
share and witness in such a way as to attract others to the 
faith. I heard of one group of Christians in extreme poverty 
who were willing to share the little they had. This sharing 
resulted in new converts. 
A major discouragement for many church leaders in 
Southeast Asia is the feeling that they are abandoned 
by the western church. "We are independent now. We 
don't need missionaries, but we still need your help," a 
pastor told me. "We need to know you are praying for us 
and we need encouragement from you." 
We, western Christians, need to examine ourselves. Are 
we willing to be servants to these churches? 
When we can no longer call the shots it is easy to lose 
interest. 
We can do two things. First, we must maintain 
communication with third world churches where there are 
no missionaries. We need to take time to learn about them 
and when possible to encourage them in their faith. 
Second, we can use the knowledge thus gained to pray 
intelligently. The church does not end when the 
missionaries leave. It continues, led by the Spirit, 
and we can still be a part of the worldwide church 
by participating in its struggles. 
Church News 
from page six 
Missions 
Hoover to London 
Dr. K. B. Hoover has accepted an assignment 
from the Board for Missions for a 3-month 
relational/research mission in London, begin-
ning in February. This action by the Board came 
following strong endorsement by the church in 
Rhodesia. If Dr. Hoover's mission leads to a 
ministry there the Board has authorized a 
London Advisory Council with representation 
from Rhodesia, Zambia, and Brethren in Christ 
Missions. 
MCC 
Jean Abeldt on Kansas 
Program Committee 
Test imonies and t r ibutes to the inter-
Mennonite witness in Kansas will highlight a 
special day-long meeting to be in the Hesston 
Mennonite Church on Saturday, March 24. All 
Mennonite and Brethren in Christ congrega-
tions in Kansas are invited to participate in the 
event. 
Beginning at 9 a.m., the one-day gathering will 
review the way the Kansas Mennonites and 
Brethren in Christ have worked together in 
overseas service, the gathering of relief supplies, 
relief sales, women's programs, singing groups, 
meat canning, thrift shops, disaster service and 
many other ways. A number of persons active in 
such work will be recognized during the day. 
On the program committee for the Kansas 
MCC Celebration was Jean Abeldt, member of 
the Rosebank congregation. 
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Births 
Abeldt: Joshua Lynn, born Dec. 17, to Larry 
and Nadene Abeldt, Rosebank congregation, 
Ks. 
Byer: Craig Donovan, born Aug. 15, to Dr. 
and Mrs. David E. Byer, Rochester, Mn. 
Evans: Kari Lynn, born Dec. 20, to Daniel 
and LuAnne Evans, Manor congregation, Pa. 
Gates: Dorcas Anne, born Jan. 1, to Frank 
and Carol (Maurer) Gates, Altoona congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Gish: James Anthony, born Nov. 15, to John 
and Janet Gish, Manheim congregation, Pa. 
Groff: Melanie Elizabeth, born Dec. 2, to 
Jeffrey and Robin Groff, Manor congregation, 
Pa. 
Harry: Jollene Erica, born Sept. 12, to John 
and Jean Harry, Pleasant View congregation, 
Pa. 
Hawkins: Christopher Douglas, born Oct. 
24, to Douglas and Cheryl Hawkins, Bertie 
congregation, Ont. 
Helmuth: Laura Ann, bom Dec. 10, to 
Larry and Shirley Helmuth, Manheim congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Herr: Rebecca Joy, born Dec. 29, to Rev. 
and Mrs. Earl Herr, Palmyra congregation, Pa. 
Hess: Karen Kay, born Dec. 11, to Earl and 
Lois Hess, Campbellsville congregation, Ky. 
Hess: Jonathan Mark, bom Nov. 14, to Karl 
and Elma Hess, Pequea congregation, Pa. 
Hock: Jason Lael, bom Nov. 20, to Ray and 
Winnie Hock, Perkiomen Valley congregation, 
Pa. 
Hoffman: Carrie Blythe, bom Dec. 29, to 
Warren and Connie Hoffman, Navajo Mission, 
NM. 
Hollinger: Erika Lynn, born Dec. 10, to 
Lynn and Rita Hollinger, Manor congregation, 
Pa. 
Isaacs: Andrew Lee, bom Dec. 12, to Lee 
and Lois Isaacs, Macha Mission Hospital, Zam-
bia. 
Kay: Timothy George, born Dec. 19, to 
George and Debbie (Miller) Kay, Lancaster 
congregation, Pa. 
MelHngen Ryan Phillip, bom Nov. 13, to 
Ken and Beth (Miller) Mellinger, Lancaster 
congregation, Pa. 
Miller: Christy Anne, bom Jan. 9, to Richard 
and Dena Miller, Antrim congregation, Pa. 
Musser: Jodi Ann, bom Nov. 1, to Benjamin 
Ray and Beverly (Ocker) Musser, Mt. Rock 
congregation, Pa. 
Reichelderfer: Chad Michael, born Dec. 12, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Reichelderfer, Palmyra 
congregation, Pa. 
Rosentrater: Amanda Rae, born Dec. 18, to 
Ray and Brenda Rosentrater, Palmyra, Pa., and 
Nappanee, In., congregations. 
Saltans: Andrew Bruce, bom Nov. 13, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Sallans, Rosebank con-
gregation, Ont. 
Sallans: Roy Jason, bom Nov. 19, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Jim Sallans, Rosebank congregation, 
Ont. 
Scheidler: Michael Todd, born Oct. 31, to 
Mr. and Mrs. David Scheidler, Free Grace 
congregation, Pa. 
Shertzer: Samuel Lynn, born Nov. 28, to 
Wilmer and Esther Shertzer, Pequea congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Stoak: Westley Michael, bom Jan. 2, to 
Samuel and Debbie Stoak III, Roseglen con-
gregation, Pa. 
Teter: Todd Stephen, born Aug. 17, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Jeffrey Teter, Free Grace congrega-
tion, Pa. 
Weimer: Tara Lynn, bom Nov. 26, to David 
and Karen Weimer, Highland congregation, 
Ohio. 
Wideman: Amy Elizabeth, born Nov. 23, to 
Don and Faye Wideman, Heise Hill congrega-
tion, Ont. 
Wingert: Derrick Lee, bom Nov. 29, to 
Kenneth and Sue Wingert, Antrim congregation, 
Pa. 
Wissler: Amy Sue, born Dec. 12, to Jay and 
Phyllis Wissler, Manor congregation, Pa. 
Weddings 
Borozz-Martin: Nancy Rae, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Martin, Mt. Joy, Pa., and 
Michael Glenn, Mechanicsburg, Pa., Dec. 30, 
1978, in the Hummelstown Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Andrew H. Slagenweit and 
Rev. Isaac S. Kanode officiating. 
Heise-Dages: Susan, daughter of Dr. and 
Mrs. Robert Dages, and Daniel, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Heise, Aug. 4, 1978, in the United 
Presbyterian Church, Havertown, Pa., with Rev. 
David Owen and Rev. Merle Brubaker of-
ficiating. 
Lehman-Williams: Teresa Eilene, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P. Williams, Sr., Mt. 
Joy, Pa., and Duane Eldon, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Eldon Lehman, Manheim, Pa., Dec. 30, in the 
Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church with 
Rev. Harry Bert and Rev. George Bundy of-
ficiating. 
Miller-Mittel: Shelly, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Dale Mittel, East Prospect, Pa., and Paul, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Emory Miller, Spring Grove, 
Pa., Dec. 15, in the York First Church of the 
Brethren with Rev. Jesse Jenkins officiating. 
Reiner-Markel: Cindy L., daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Paul I. Markel, and Richard J., son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Reiner, both of Elizabeth-
ville, Pa., Aug. 26, in the Free Grace Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Homer Rissinger and 
Rev. Luke Keefer, Sr., officiating. 
Sallans-Goguen: Christine, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Goguen, and Michael, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sallans, both of Kitchener, 
Ont., Dec. 16, in the Rosebank Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Wayne Schiedel 
officiating. 
Obituaries 
Channel: Waldo Jackson, Ottumwa, IA, 
died Dec. 17, 1978, at the age of 78. He is 
survived by his wife, Jennie; a son, Rev. Norman 
L.; a daughter, Anna Jane; and two grandsons. 
Also surviving are two brothers and two sisters. 
Rev. John Harrell, Rev. Norman Channel, and 
Rev. Millard Haldeman officiated at the funeral 
service. 
Deck: Elmer L. Deck, Thomas, Oklahoma, 
born June 23, 1908, died Oct. 27, 1978. He was 
married to Alma L. Eyster who survives. Also 
surviving are two daughters: Mrs. Joanne 
Buckmaster and Mrs. Carol Baskett; a son, Alan 
L.; four grandchildren; and a sister. He was a 
member of the Bethany Brethren in Christ 
Church where the funeral service was con-
ducted by Rev. Charles Rickel. Interment was in 
Thomas Memorial Cemetery. 
Engle: Nellie Alice Crum Engle, born Aug. 
20, 1889, in Dickinson Co., Ks., died Dec. 21, 
1978 in Nicoma Park, Ok. She was married to 
Hoffman Engle. She is survived by two sons: 
Dean and Elwin; three daughters: Evelyn Lucas, 
Alice Buckwalter, and Mary Elizabeth Calvert. 
A memorial service was conducted in Stone's 
Funeral Home, Upland, Ca., by Rev. C. R. 
Heisey. Interment was in Bellevue Cemetery. 
Haldeman: John P. Haldeman, Dallas 
Center, la., born Feb. 12, 1880, died Dec. 14, 
1978. He was married to Florence Ikenberry 
who survives. Also surviving are two sons: 
Millard and Floyd; a daughter, Lois Lilly; a 
brother; seven grandchildren; 12 great-grand-
children; and one great-great-grandchild. He 
was a member of the Dallas Center Brethren in 
Christ Church where the funeral service was 
conduc ted by Rev. Norman Channel and 
Bishop Don Shafer. Interment was in the 
Brethren Cemetery. 
Hernandez: Mrs. Sharon Hernandez , 
Harrisburg, Pa., born Dec. 26, 1944, died Nov. 
26, 1978. She was the daughter of Alma E. and 
the late John Campbell. In addition to her 
mother she is survived by a son, Neil Thumma; 
two daughters: Delli and Lisa Thumma; and a 
sister, Mrs. Eugene R. Oldham. Rev. Leroy G. 
Yoder conducted a graveside service. Interment 
was in the Middleton Cemetery. 
Hoover: Sarah P. Hoover, born Sept. 22, 
1882, died Dec. 10,1978, in Upland, Ca. She was 
the daughter of Manual and Susan Bert. In Oct., 
1911, she was married to Harry Hoover who 
preceded her in death in 1929. She is survived by 
two daughters: Mrs. Mildred Markley and Mrs. 
Velma Sal tzman; a foster son, Rev. Joel 
Carlson; two grandchildren, nine great-
grandchildren; a sister; and a sister-in-law. She 
was the oldest member of the Upland Brethren 
in Christ Church. Rev. Robert Hempy and Rev. 
Alvin Burkholder officiated at the funeral ser-
vice. Interment was in the Bellevue Cemetery. 
Horn: Mrs. Emma M. Horn, Red Lion, Pa., 
died Nov. 10, 1978, at the age of 82. She was 
married to Edward P. Horn who preceded her in 
death. She is survived by six daughters; 21 
grandchildren; 29 great-grandchildren; and two 
great-great-grandchildren. She is also survived 
by three brothers. The funeral service was 
conducted in the Otlewiler Funeral Home by 
Rev. Harold Bowers. 
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Blessed 
Donna L. Zook 
Two good eyes. Legs that, without 
special effort, take us where we want to 
go. Strong arms that willingly and 
without pain, reach and carry. Two 
hands with ten complete fingers that 
touch, hold and grasp. Ears with which 
we easily hear the loving words of a 
friend, beautiful harmony of music, 
sounds of nature, and everyday com-
munication. How many of us have 
s topped to t hank God fo r these 
blessings that so often are taken for 
granted? We get out of bed on Sunday 
morning and without thought, prepare 
for and attend Sunday school, using 
numerous faculties of our bodies in 
doing so. Try to imagine any malfunc-
tion of the eyes, ears, legs, arms and 
hands, to mention only a few. 
Steward Dalton has been afflicted 
with rheumatoid arthritis since 1942. 
He was unable to finish High School, 
and has been confined to his bed for 
thirty-five years. Yet he is very cheerful 
and alert, and keeps in touch with 
cur ren t events. His mother , who 
faithfully stands by him, is pictured at 
the head of his bed. 




This is one of the homes our Exten-
sion Sunday School Class at Cedar 
Grove visits two to four times yearly. 
We have ministered in our community 
in this way for the past three years, 
meeting in the homes of the aged and 
with those who are unable to attend 
Sunday School and Worship Services. 
The Extension Class leader with a 
team of four to six people, meet in the 
home of a shut-in during the Sunday 
school hour, returning to the church 
for the worship service. This ministry 
includes singing, study of the Sunday 
school lesson, and prayer. These shut-
ins have been touched by the fact that 
someone cares enough to bring the 
Sunday school into their homes. Their 
days have been brightened by this 
ministry. 
Next Sunday, let us think carefully 
of all the faculties that we use from the 
time we sleepily crawl out of bed to the 
time we hear the dismissal bell of the 
Sunday school class period. We will be 
more thankful and will be verbalizing 
our thanksgiving to the great God and 
Giver of all. And perhaps we will want 
to be a part of that Extension Sunday 
School Class. 
To Whom 
Can I Go? 
Curtis O. Byer 
She stood there, a tall, statuesque 
blonde sharing the account of her first 
sexual experience with a casual friend 
with whom she shared no deep affec-
tion. As a Christian, distressed by guilt 
yet searching for relationship, she had 
been seeking some Christian instructor 
with whom to share her feelings. In 
well-mannered tones she explained 
how she had not yet felt comfortable 
confiding in either her parents nor her 
pastor (of a large evangelical church). 
She is one more teenager of many who 
feel uncertain in communicating sex-
ual feelings and needs with their 
parents. 
Faulty communications may in-
volve either the parents or the adoles-
cent (or both). We often focus on 
teenagers. This time let's talk about 
how p a r e n t s m a y i m p r o v e t h e 
dialogue. One of the more distressing 
areas of parent -adolescent com-
munication for many parents is discus-
sion of sex. Even in Christian families 
where there are similar values held by 
both parents and children and where 
The writer is Instructor in Biology and Human 
Sexuality, Ml. San Antonio College, Walnut, 
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the need for dealing with sexuality is 
seen and accepted, dialogue on such a 
"taboo" subject may be difficult to 
initiate. Teenagers confirm this. In a 
recent sex retreat for our church high-
schoolers, 24% surveyed responded 
tha t their paren ts had been their 
primary source of sex information. But 
as for an ideal source, 72% preferred 
their parents, 17% their church. 
For some parents, attempts at com-
munication are delayed until the teen-
ager launches out into relationships 
which bring anxiety to the parents. At 
that point "sessions" may become so 
charged that the parent may lose con-
trol of the situation, fail in having any 
positive affect on the child's behavior, 
and the adolescent may end up more 
determined than ever to "do their 
thing" regardless of what the parent 
wishes. 
There are a number of reasons why 
parents may fail. The two most impor-
tant reasons are that they fail to listen 
or see the adolescent's view, and they 
feel an urge to moralize. Let's examine 
some guidelines which may improve 
communication. 
/. Build a broad base of communica-
tion. Create an open atmosphere by 
establ ishing the habit of shar ing 
feelings of all kinds when children are 
younger. If done, parents and teens 
may avoid those pressured discussions 
so uncomfortable for both. Trying to 
communicate about sexual matters 
may never occur if surrounded by 
bickering over f r iends , a t t i tudes , 
appearance, and manners. 
2. Listen carefully and question com-
pletely. Even though parents say they 
listen and nod their heads in agree-
ment, they may not really be listening. 
Adults often are anxious to hear only 
what they want to hear, or the adult 
fails to listen before interrupting or 
changing the subject. Some adults, in 
their anxiety, are too eager to do all the 
talking, to explain, and to give advice. 
It's important to pursue an issue with 
an attitude of sincere interest. 
3. Provide accurate information. 
Parents feel more comfortable when 
they are well-informed. Adolescents 
know immediately when an adult is ill-
at-ease. The adolescent may move to 
change the subject for fear of em-
barrassing the parent. Frankly admit it 
if better in fo rmat ion is needed; 
professional sources are available. 
Good information, per se, does not 
encourage permissiveness. Nor is it 
necessary that parents use "fear" and 
"consequences" approaches to sexual 
activity. 
4. Try to initiate discussions. Be 
casual. Don't force dialogue before the 
teenager is ready. Some adolescents 
have sensitivities and may not ask 
questions easily. In spite of the age gap, 
parents can initiate talks by displaying 
a sincere interest. Books, TV, news-
paper articles, and social situations 
may give the teenager an opportunity 
to ask about something they don't 
understand. 
5. Examine your own attitudes and 
feelings. Parents should come to terms 
with their own feelings and attitudes. 
The child deserves to see a mature, 
loving re la t ionship demons t ra ted 
between parents. But don't equate this 
with the behavior of a less mature and 
inexperienced adolescent. What is 
right and appropriate and healthy for 
one may not be for the other. Parents 
should recognize and own their own 
moral code and biases. 
6. Don't be shocked. Never betray 
shock, regardless of what is said. Some 
adolescents revel in shocking their 
parents. Listen, but don't necessarily 
believe it all. 
7. Know what the adolescent wants to 
talk about. Like it or not, we must talk 
about the things that interest adoles-
cents—whether it be wet dreams, 
mens t rua t ion , homosexua l i ty , or 
pregnancy. All of us tend to listen to 
those things that really interest us. 
8. Confidentiality is crucial. Adults 
must listen with their ears open and 
their mouths closed. This is made more 
difficult when the behavior and at-
titudes of the adolescent run directly 
counter to our own. The adult is 
privileged in being brought into the 
adolescent's confidence. Once that 
confidence is broken, it may not be 
regained. Others may be told about the 
events or a t t i tudes only with the 
adolescent's permission. 
9. Be supportive. Adolescence is un-
predictable and, for some, difficult. 
The adolescent may shift between in-
dependence (with maturity and con-
fidence) and dependence (with uncer-
tainty and immaturity). Whatever the 
issue, parents should respond in a 
positive way. The adolescent may not 
expect your approval, and they may 
not deserve your recrimination. They 
desperately want and need under-
standing. Emotional problems may 
follow if help is denied or if rejection is 
too strong. Or the child may keep the 
situation secret. 
10. A void a moralizing attitude. There 
is a difference between moralizing and 
communicating your own moral code. 
Adolescents may resent moralizing. 
Parents can explain their moral code 
by explaining their personal beliefs 
and behavior patterns. Adolescents 
can then make up their own minds, can 
develop their own set of moral values, 
and not need to appear to be rebelling 
against authority. None of us can force 
our morals upon someone else. 
Learning about sexual i ty and 
developing sexual identity begins in 
the home and family. Parents should 
stand up for their own Christian values 
and not feel they must apologize. Yet, 
to refuse to discuss the values that 
underlie our sexual relationships may 
be to teach teenagers that these are not 
open to reflection. Sexual relation-
ships are an extension of human re-
lationships in general. Deal with a 
teenager's sexuality as a part of their 
total development toward mature 
adulthood. 
to page fifteen 
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Holmes County Revisited 
Paul E. Hosteller 
My father's roots were in the Old Order Amish Church in 
Holmes County, Ohio. In my growing-up years we often 
visited my grandparents who lived on a small farm south of 
Mount Hope. 
As an adult, I have long had a hankering to return to 
Holmes County and attend a worship service in what was 
once Dad's home congregation. Last summer I mentioned 
this, somewhat in passing, to Mary Hochstetler, a 
venerable cousin who lives with her niece, Lydiann (Mrs. 
Levi Schrock), on a farm adjoining the one where my 
grandparents used to live. 
Mary promptly invited my wife and me, and my Uncle 
John and Aunt Katie Helmuth to attend a Sunday meeting 
on the Schrock farm in the fall. When she mentioned that a 
baptism and reception service would be included, we 
decided to go. 
Although we live more than 300 miles away, near 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, we kept our appointment on a 
beautiful September morning, arriving fifteen minutes 
before the opening time. To our surprise, everyone in the 
congregation of some 200 was already present and, except 
for the young people, seated. What a refreshing contrast to 
the last minute rush at our own church. 
The service was in the upper level of their large barn. A 
light blanket of fragrant hay covered the floor, and 
backless benches were in long rows across the full width of 
the building. The women, seated on one side, faced the men 
who were seated on the other side, with the front rows 
barely six feet apart. 
A few minutes before nine the young unmarried women 
filed in together and sat on the front benches of the 
women's section. Just before the service started, the single 
fellows came in and sat in the rear of the men's section. 
Promptly on the hour one of the men announced a hymn 
from their German hymnbook. Another man then led the 
group, singing short lines alone from time to time. The 
singing was solemn and slow, and in one part only. The 
hymn, like many in the book, had numerous verses and 
took all of twenty minutes to sing. 
Soon after the congregation began singing, the young 
people who were to be baptized and received into the 
church (five girls and two fellows aged about 18 to 21) got 
up and went elsewhere for their final counseling. This was 
the last of nine such sessions during previous biweekly 
meetings. 
Upon the completion of the first hymn, everyone sat in 
meditation for a long moment after which the leader 
announced a second hymn. As the last verse was being 
sung, the people in the membership class returned. 
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Following another long pause, the third hymn was 
announced and sung. Near its conclusion, the bishop and 
other ministers came in for the first time and sat on the 
front bench directly ahead of us. 
A young preacher, John J. Yoder, then stood and gave 
the first sermon, a half-hour discourse. Although the 
hymns and Scriptures were in German, his message was in 
Pennsylvania Dutch and therefore comprehensible to me. 
After he finished, we knelt on the hay and prayed in silence. 
We next stood during the reading of a Scripture lesson 
from the third chapter of John. 
Bishop Mahlon Hochstetler then gave the main sermon, 
a long message in which he traced the salvation theme 
through both Testaments and the doctrine of baptism in 
the New Testament. The subject was large and important, 
and quite understandably occupied more than two hours. 
Before he began to speak, all the single men, except those 
in the baptism class, went out—presumably for a break. 
They straggled back in at various intervals for the next 
thirty minutes. The young women, made of sterner stuff, 
remained with us older ones. 
When Bishop Hochstet ler ended his sermon, he 
instructed the membership applicants, who were sitting 
near us, to kneel, facing him. He gave them a final 
exhortation and then proceeded with the baptisms, assisted 
by Adam A. Yoder, a deacon. The ceremony was simple, 
dignified, beautiful. The bishop cupped his hands over the 
head of each applicant and intoned a ritual while the 
deacon poured a bit of water three times in the name of the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 
When all had been baptized, Bishop Hochstetler took 
them by hand one at a time, raised them to their feet, and 
installed them as members of the church. He sealed the 
bond by giving the biblical holy kiss to the young fellows, 
while one of the older women gave the same greeting to the 
girls. 
By this time it was 12:50, and I frankly hoped for the 
closing prayer. However, as is the custom, each of the other 
four preachers present made comments of appreciation 
and affirmation. After another hymn was sung, the service, 
by now more than fours hours long, ended with prayer. 
(We were told that the regular services were usually only 
three hours long.) 
Despite the discomfort of my aching back, the meeting 
was a thoroughly delightful experience for me, and I shall 
always treasure it. Let me state here that we had been 
offered more comfortable seating but elected to sit on the 
benches. Following the benediction, I chatted with the 
bishop and others about our common Anabaptist heritage. 
The Amish host always serves the noon meal to the entire 
congregation. The group was far too large for one seating, 
to page fifteen 
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Editorial Wholly Matrimony 
We have designated a Sunday as Mother's Day, another 
as Father's Day, and also a Sunday as Children's Day. 
While we are at it, why not designate one as Marriage Day? 
Perhaps the Sunday nearest Valentine's Day would be an 
appropriate date. 
Marriage is foundational to the home and to society. It 
takes considerable doing to build a good home on a poor 
marriage. Marriage is not a unique Christian institution. It 
is rooted in creation. It existed prior to the Jewish law or 
the Christian church. Cultures, pagan and Christian, 
recognize the institution of marriage, and states legalize the 
relationship. 
The foundation for marriage is faithfulness. The Bible 
calls for a life-long commitment. Marriage needs to be 
entered into without mental reservation or escape clauses. 
Anything less than this type of commitment will undermine 
the marriage and spell disaster for the home. 
Our Western culture has made romantic love rather than 
faithfulness the foundation of marriage with disastrous 
results. Romance is beautiful and should be a part of every 
marriage but is too fragile to bear the entire weight of the 
marriage vows. 
Although marriage is rooted in creation and is therefore 
not a unique Christian institution, Christians do bring to 
the marriage certain resources unavailable to the non-
Christian, among which is Christian love. 
The Apost le Paul ' s admon i t i on to husbands in 
Ephesians 5 to love their wives is applicable for wives as 
well. We learn the meaning of this admonition as we reflect 
on Christ's life and death—his ministry and his sacrifice. 
We also have intimations of this throughout the New 
Testament and especially in First Corinthians 13. Love is 
kind, patient, unselfish, and forgiving. 
What a transformation there would be in our homes and 
in our marriages if Christian love would be present, 
supporting the vows of faithfulness. 
There is a third characteristic which brings wholeness to 
a marriage—the presence of romance. In most of the 
marriages in our western culture this element is present in 
the early stages of the relationship. Indeed, it is usually 
what brings the couple to the marriage altar. 
We really have two problems relating to romantic love. 
On the one hand we expect it to carry a greater burden than 
it is in most cases capable of bearing. It is too often 
regarded as the foundation of marriage. When it tends to 
fade, the marriage disintegrates. Until "death do us part" is 
changed to mean "until love doth depart." Romantic love, 
as we stated earlier, is too fragile to be the foundation for 
marriage. 
On the other hand, we neglect to nurture romance, 
indeed, even disparage it as immature and sometimes less 
than spiritual. As a result, a marriage is less than it should 
or could be. The form of the marriage may be maintained 
and Christian love may be practiced, but romance is absent 
and a marriage is a dull gray rather than a bright color. 
It is obvious that there should be another dimension to 
marriage beyond Christian love. Christian love is the 
pattern for all our relationships within the church. We are 
to love one another as Christ has loved us. But marriage 
should include another dimension, that of romantic love. 
I would suggest that in our Scriptures on marriage we 
include with Ephesians 5 and First Corinthians 13 the Song 
of Solomon. Build the marriage on the foundation of 
faithfulness; incorporate the dimensions of Christian love; 
and add the fragrance and the beauty of romance and you 
have a relationship that is wonderful to experience, 
beautiful to behold, and the joy of all the earth. 
Z 
To Whom Can I Go? 
from page thirteen 
As to what might be an ideal for parental-adolescent 
communication, perhaps Charlie Shedd (The Stork is 
Dead, Word) says it best: 
S o m e day, far off in the distance is it? 
When the earth has cooled f rom the last big blowup, 
Will there be a wise race of people who will understand sex? 
Wha t it really is and Holy? 
And fathers will sit with their daughters, won' t they? 
And they will tell how a real man sees it. 
And mothers will walk with their sons, I think, 
And train their boys on women. 
And the family will be what it should be, 
Open and honest, and fearless. 
And that will be the day 
When the whole world knows, 
Including the teenagers, 
Tha t it is just as it says forever: 
" S o God created man in his own image . . . male and 
female he created them . . . And God saw everything 
that he had made, and behold, it was very good . " 
Yes! That will be the day! 
Holmes County Revisited 
from page fourteen 
but all were served in a remarkably short time—the men in 
the living room, the women in the kitchen, and the younger 
ones in the basement. Although conversation is much 
easier for them in Pennsylvania Dutch, our friends 
courteously spoke in English for our benefit. 
The meal included the famous local Trail Bologna and 
Swiss cheese, pickles, homemade bread, a tasty blending of 
Karo Syrup and peanut butter, and coffee. Lydiann 
Schrock urged the delicious and bountiful food upon us 
until we moved perilously close to the sin of intemperance. 
As we drove slowly away through the scenic Holmes 
County hills, I meditated on many things, including the 
might-have-beens. But for the providence of God, I might 
well at that very moment be riding home from church in an 
Amish buggy. And my musings included some longings for 
the peaceful lifestyle of my Amish friends. 
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Kent Kelly, No. 6, in game with Eastern Mennonite College. 
Perspective 
Paul Hostetler 
Soccer players are mot iva ted in different ways. 
S o m e seek individual glory, while o thers concent ra te 
their e f for t s o n t e a m goals. Messiah College fo rwa rd 
Kent Kelly, however , is mot iva ted in ano the r way. 
" I 'm jus t glad as a Chr i s t i an tha t I can represent the 
Lo rd this way and be his witness." He said these words 
t o a r epor te r last N o v e m b e r a f te r scoring two goals to 
lead the Messiah Fa lcons t o a 2-1 win over J o h n 
Wesley College in the Na t iona l Chr is t ian College 
Athle t ic Associa t ion championsh ip . 
Kelly's two goals, plus t w o more in the Falcon 's win 
over T a b o r College in the semi-finals, earned him the 
t o u r n a m e n t ' s Mos t Valuable Player Award . He also 
earned a place on the A l l -Tournamen t Team, the 
Intercol legiate Soccer Associa t ion of America 's 
A w a r d fo r the T o u r n a m e n t ' s T o p Offensive Player, 
and Soccer America (magazine) Player of the Week. 
He placed all the h o n o r s in what he believes t o be 
the p rope r perspective. "Fi rs t of all, I wan t t o say one 
th ing ," Kelly said a f te r the game, " Jus t playing on a 
t e a m with a b u n c h of guys tha t really like playing 
together is just the greatest th ing ." He then added , "I 
credit everything to God . He's b rough t m e t h r o u g h 
everything. I've come to know Him personal ly ." 
The 5' 10", 180 p o u n d sophomore , a m e m b e r of St. 
Paul 's Lu the ran C h u r c h in Phi ladelphia , hopes to 
play fo r the Travel l ing A m b a s s a d o r s next summer . 
The Ambassado r s are two teams of Chr is t ian players. 
One t eam travels t o Cent ra l Amer ica and the other 
tours the Fa r East . 
Kelly told the repor ter tha t he engages in prayer 
before each game. "You really get nervous ," he said, 
"bu t it real ly helps if you r emember who you ' re 
playing for. My faith and that of my t eammate s 
results in the the unity and self assurance needed to 
be successful—just real strength in the L o r d . " 
Kelly says he plays fo r God first , and " to give 
Messiah College a n a m e " second. "There aren ' t m a n y 
Chris t ian colleges a r o u n d with a name , " he said. "By 
our success, maybe we can let people know tha t they 
can go somewhere t o get a good educa t ion in a cleaner 
a tmosphere . " 
